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After Alexandria is destroyed by Negan, the remaining communities unite for one last stand against

the Saviors. The aftermath to their war leads to the biggest status quo change in the history of this

acclaimed series. Collects The Walking Dead #121-132.
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I really like the quality of these books. I got into reading the Walking Dead at the start of the All Out

War arc. And have been buying the floppies since then. But I had ordered all the hardcovers first so

I could start from the beginning. So even though I buy the original comics now I will still continue to

buy these hardcovers as they come out. They are well made. And for me it is easier to follow the

storyline in these 12 issue clumps as opposed to waiting for each issue to come out. But I can't see

myself waiting for these harcovers to come out so I will continue to buy the single issues. I figure I

will buy the singles from my local comic shop to support them. But when it comes to the hardcovers

I will buy them off . They are a average $10 cheaper buying them here. All in all a great comic and a

quailty built hardcover volume.

This was amazing. Anyone following the series should be familiar with the character Negan. While

his story arc wraps up, a new danger awaits the survivors and one unique that we have never seen

before. Don't want to give away spoilers, but the ending made me jump up and say

"WHAAAAAAAT?". In a good way.



I just received book #11, today for Mother's Day! My son, and boyfriend, know me so well! If you

love "The Walking Dead" like I do, and haven't already, I suggest reading the comics. The comics,

and show, are equally amazing in their own way, but it's cool to see the little difference here, and

there!

If you are considering purchasing this book, I assume you are already familiar with the Walking

Dead. This hardcover collection is my favorite way to read and collect the series. It saves so much

room versus buying single issues or the trade paperbacks. The beautiful hardcover protects the

stores and ensures they will last for a while. Each volume contains 12 comics as well as some rare

artwork and commentary from Robert Kirkman and Charlie Adlard. I love how these look on my

shelf and I would recommend them to ANY Walking Dead fan, whether you are brand new to the

comics, or already own single issues or trade paperbacks.....these are THE way to collect, read, and

enjoy them!!

Best series you'll ever read.If you love the show you'll love the comic series. The show is based on

these. So there will be differences between the two. Which is expected. That way you will always be

on your toe's. This is one of the best series you can read. Get em while you can.

You can't go wrong with the Walking Dead. Some of the stories are set ups for big pay offs, and

some of the stories are the pay off in action. These books were written as an ongoing story of

survival horror, and you will run into peaks and valleys in intensity, but I don't consider one moment

of these to have been boring. The character building has been fantastic. Characters evolve, change,

stay static, and surprise all through out. These are some of the most human characters written in

comics, and probably most media. This is today's literature.

I have been reading the entire series since the begining and I've always got to order two books at a

time because if I don't then I drive myself crazy with the twists at the end and there's almost always

a twist at the end. These books are well drawn, the storyline is riveting and the characters are

complex and their reactions are organic.

it's zombies collected In a nice little hardcover book. oh, did I mention that occasionally the humans

are a bigger threat than the zombies? no, I didn't but then if you've been paying attention you



already knew that sooo... get reading! better than the tv series.
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